SUPPLY CHAIN
NETWORKS REVEALED
REVISION TWO

SUPPLY CHAIN NETWORKS—Part One
What They Do.
______________________________________________
Solving the multi-party challenge is the essence of supply chain.
Think of this: much of our operations are beyond our immediate
control, and no one organization is responsible for the entire
workflow. Along with this, we are drowning in a world of
disparate data, with highly complex workflows and relationships.
Paradigms for how we operate and use technology are rapidly
changing. We need to understand and leverage them now.
Those are the issues central to the growing wave of interest in
supply chain networks. Yet networks—what they can provide
and how they are different from traditional systems—are little
understood, in spite of the current proliferation of articles and
reports about them. Understanding these differences is
fundamental when evaluating technology, if we are to make
good choices.
________________________________
This report series will provide a differentiated discussion on
supply chain networks from a functional and technical
perspective.
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Supply Chain Networks Revealed
This report series will provide a differentiated discussion on supply chain application networks from a
process, functional, and technical perspective.
This series consists of three parts:
•

•
•

Executive Summary: A strategic overview of Supply Chain Application Networks and why they
are an essential component of competitive advantage, along with a summary of key points from
the report.
Part One: What They Do: What is a supply chain network? Why is it the platform for the interenterprise supply chain process and functional perspective.
Part Two: How They Work: Understanding the supply chain application network technology and
examples of different types of network offerings in the technology market.

_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Introduction
It’s All About the Architecture!
There is an architecture for each epoch. In the 70s and
80s, there was limited computing power and no
internet;1 EDI was used to transmit data point-to-point—
one-to-one. Within the enterprise, departmental system
modules2 were strung together like a vast spaghetti of
custom-code libraries. Things moved pretty slowly.
System maintenance was a bear!
Today, we are living in a world of complex relationships with billions of connected nodes: organizations,
processes, people, places, and things. This is a world of many-to-many. Our customers and partners
require always-on, instant response, and with that expectation of instant responsiveness, the lines have
been blurred between planning and execution. As we share processes, information, and goals with our
partners, we need a technology architecture that supports these complexities, this need for speed and
the supply chain’s collaborative requirements. That architecture is a shared operating3 platform to
enable supply chain partnerships.
Supply Chain Networks: A Definition
When we say supply-chain network, what are we really talking about? (See
definition in the side box.) EDI, visibility platforms, and commerce sites,
though they may be used by supply chain operators, are merely features of
a supply chain network. They do not constitute a supply chain network in
and of themselves, as they provide only one function. The supply chain you
manage every day includes a lot more than one capability.
There are significant differences in the market among supply chain
networks, which are important to understand if we are to make good
choices. In previous reports, we covered the breadth of networks.
However, in this report, we focus on networks that support processes—
that is, the applications that run our supply chain.

Definition:
Supply Chain Network
A multi-party network for
trading partners, which is a
single-platform, singleinstance of supply chain
applications, data, and
services.
Members can share data,
processes, and applications
for the purpose of
achieving mutual and
private enterprise business
goals.

We will explore and explain the different approaches to supply chain networks from a process and
technology perspective, providing some examples that help differentiate and clarify how the technology
enables specific outcomes. We will then paint a picture of the future, which is rapidly becoming part of
our present.4

Though the internet started in the 70s, it was used almost exclusively by government and academia until the 90s when
businesses and consumers started connecting and using it. Before that, businesses used point-to-point, teletype, and dial-up,
which replaced the physical delivery of magnetic tapes, punch cards, paper, or snail mail.
2 which have grown into ERP and Supply Chain suites
3 By operating platform, we mean a platform on which to do work at any level in the enterprise.
4 NOTE TO READERS: In this report, we have attempted to not use deep technology terminology wherever possible, so supply
chain professionals with only some technology understanding will be able to read this.
1

1
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Solving the Multi-Party Challenge
There are various ways in which solution providers attempt to address the multi-party challenge. We
present a quick overview of the basic approaches offered in the supply-chain market today.

Enterprise-centric Applications and Suites—today, these may be offered in the cloud or on premise,
but fundamentally, these are not networks. They try to solve supply chain visibility problems by layering
a control tower on top of an enterprise instance, using B2B messaging to collect supply-chain data. In
the enterprise-centric world, though, we are forced to go it alone a lot, connecting and reconnecting to
a variety of systems and trading partners with varying protocols. This can lead to a very unsatisfying
scenario5 with challenges in synchronizing partner data.

B2B Networks—these are the EDI, AS2, and other vehicles for B2B
communication (API, workflows, and web services tools that are internet
resident). B2B networks are all about moving data.

Integrator Network—these are application networks that are based
on a messaging paradigm. The Integrator Network (IN), as distinguished
from a B2B network, is an advanced approach whereby there are shared
business applications and in-cloud business data. Examples are
eProcurement, Transportation Management, ecommerce and so on.
These web-resident solutions provide a significantly more consistent
way for trading partners to work their processes. Each tenant will have
their own database 6 (in the cloud or on premise) supported by common
master data (MDM) and/or canonical data models.

Networks

Integrator Networks are based on
messaging—a send/receive
paradigm, to the network and
within the network between each
enterprise data store. Historically,
these attempted to synchronize
various partner data.
Real-time SVoT Networks are
based on publish/subscribe to a
ledger-like data store paradigm
where all partners publish to the
same database. This provides a
single source of data for all to
share.

Real-time SVoT Network—the real-time application network (RSN) is based on a single
database/single processing engine (single version of the truth, SVoT). This is a many-to-many approach
in which all tenants share the same data store—
ledger-like,7 as well as sharing the same multi-party
process execution. Partners can create/share a
network-wide workflow, and all the particulars for
that transaction are visible (given permission).8 For
example, multiple locations of inventory, multimode location of conveyances, changing data,
changing conditions, and so on across multiple legs
or multiple parties are visible. Figure One shows an
overview comparison between these two supply
chain application network approaches.
For more on supply chain network evolution and approaches, you can read: Multi-party Solutions for Supply Chain.
Generally, these are called hubs. When supporting entities (partners such as suppliers or transport) connect, they are called
spokes.
7 Not to be confused with Blockchain
8 When we talk about shared data, visibility and so on, in all cases, it is based on the granting of permission by the relevant
parties. We will discuss the concept of permissions in Part Two.
5
6
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Figure One: Comparison of IN and RSN Networks

As we continue through the report, we will clarify the terms used in this figure to more deeply define
the various attributes. Going forward, this report focuses on the IN and RSN supply chain application
networks.
Now we will look at why supply chain application networks are important and examine some simple
examples of how they support advanced supply chain objectives.

What Do Supply Chain Application Networks Do?
What Approach Do I Need?
As mentioned above, there are some major
differences in how different supply chain
application networks work. Hence, the question
becomes, which option applies to my
circumstances? Here we will review specific
processes.
Building Our Network
We will start with some basic supply chain tasks
and build the transactions as we go. Figure Two
and Figure Three highlight an end-to-end process
of demand through fulfillment.
3
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In a one-to-one relationship, a single task (for example, sending a
forecast to one supplier and getting a reply) is easily
accommodated by any number of market offerings including
traditional enterprise solutions supported by a B2B.9 However, as
each enterprise has its version of the truth (VoT), the challenge is
synchronizing partners as things change.
Compounding our challenge a bit, our standard supplier cannot
meet our needs, so we are looking to consider, simultaneously,
several suppliers who can.
Immediately, we see the network option provides an obvious
advantage. The customer can search and send a request to several
providers, receive their responses, assess the best option, and
then send an order to the selected supplier. Much better than
proprietary procurement systems that require us to search
multiple sources to find these suppliers, while, also, we have to
maintain all the data.
Execution compounds complexity further as we actually seek to
fulfill the order. Our selected supplier is in Asia. This sets in motion
significant changes in control across the chain.
The buyer is not in control of most of this workflow. The seller, de
facto, owns the fulfillment process, but also is not in control of all
the steps and handoffs. In fact, no one enterprise can orchestrate
the whole workflow.
Everyone, not just the buyer and supplier, needs access to the
same data. Although all parties are trying to control their own
tasks, they also need to coordinate across their peers—supplier to
carrier, carrier to carrier, carriers to 3PL, and so on. Everyone’s
decisions are interdependent. As things change—and they will—
everyone needs near real-time access to that current state of
single truth to stay on plan or to coordinate changes.
Now what if demand changes? Upstream partners need early
warning so they do not incur unnecessary expenses—excess
inventory and/or misallocated capacity.

Tier 1 Supplier

4

Again, the network really provides an advantage. Rather than
waiting or having things lost in translation, all important current
events that impact demand can be “sensed” and critical plans can
be responded to in near real-time.

Shared
Data
Supplier 3

Buyer
Large Enterprise

Changing Demand: One-to-one, One-to-many-to-many

Given that no fulfillment plans have been yet created, one-to-one
communications may be sufficient. But if fulfillment entities have
already been aligned, now we need to communicate many-tomany.
Resetting the network frequently can be a good or bad thing.

Figure Two: Building the Supply Chain Processes with Technology
9

Most companies use one of the many B2B networks, or log into customer’s site, or use on premise B2B.

4
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So what does this chart above say to us?
An activity like demand sensing is a good example where application networks really provide an advantage.
Demand sensing is an example that blurs the lines between planning and execution, as it requires a
continuous ecosystem of the freshest, most accurate information, to be acted on swiftly.10
In a supplier/buyer relationship, changing demand should reset the network, with simultaneous signals and
subsequent mutual recalibration of everything from scheduling dates to logistics routes, prices, and so on.
But for this to work, all network partners need to be included—not just as spokes receiving serial messages,
but as participants in a multi-directional negotiation to create an achievable response.
In a participative, reciprocal relationship between buyer and supplier, both parties can benefit!
In a participative network, multiple and mutual objectives may be achieved. That is network-wide
optimizing. It goes beyond changing local parameters such as resetting a safety stock level. It involves
mutual-optimization across multiple functions and multiple enterprises. There is a widely accepted axiom
that local optimization is sub-optimization. A solution that optimizes across functions and enterprises will
produce superior results across the chain, rather than just pushing the problem to different systems and
players, up or down stream. For that, we need readily available, simultaneously shared data. Let’s look at
an example of network-wide optimization here (Figure Three).
5
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1.

Initial demand and response signal.

2.

Supply-side works with logistics to determine schedules and
container costs and sends to customer. Schedules work, but
analytics highlight opportunities to reduce cost.

3.

Analyze opportunity to optimize container load to reduce
moves and costs.

4.

Propose increase in product output to fill container.

5.

Evaluate whether increase in order quantity will meet longterm demand. Can warehouse hold inventory? Can this reduce
subsequent shipments/moves? System analyzes the trade-off
in costs and coordination. Cost reductions are reflected in
reduced logistics costs, as well as improvement in warehouse
utilization and warehouse labor costs.

Network-wide Optimization: Many-to-many

In order to improve overall performances, we need to
solve for multiple challenges. Costs are often incurred
due to demands placed on partners (changes, additional
coordination, extra handling, and so on). Hence, we
need an overall optimized plan beneficial to multiple
players.
For example, containerization is expensive, so we want
to build a full container load, without unusable/excess
inventory, and, hopefully, avoid another trip requiring
more coordination, labor, paperwork, and transport
costs.
Many separate applications with many messages
between too many data stores will not be able to find a
network-wide option. Here is a case that requires all the
data to be in a single data store.
The additional benefit of this single approach is that with
the use of machine learning, analytics can be constantly
evaluating better opportunities. Applying that network
wide vs. one enterprise at a time can produce a win/win.
This kind of result also motivates partners to participate
in a common platform.

Figure Three: Network-wide Optimization Example
10

5

For example, retailers often change ticket prices, ship-to addresses, quantities, and so on, up to and after ship dates.
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Application Considerations
In a supply chain application network, the applications, as well as how those applications are integrated or
shared, both need to be considered. In Part Two we will discuss ‘the how’—the technology capabilities that
set networks apart. Here we provide a brief comparison of several leading supply chain application network
providers and their functional capabilities. Along with considering which applications a solution provider
offers, we need to understand whether the applications are provided as a single shared network service
(the RSN) vs. a set of standalone networks integrated by the common platform (the IN). Figure Four and
Figure Five provide these views. We provide further comparisons in Part Two of this report.

Figure Four: Network Options for Supply Chain Application Networks

Adopters of these solutions can take a functional application approach or alternatively first consider the
network as their new end-to-end operating model. That choice will vary depending on their business. For
example, a carrier may just need their own cloud TMS or more broadly a networked TMS to have their entire
transportation and logistics business model supported. As well, the shipper may also just be looking to
upgrade one function. Bear in mind that for trading partner processes to fully interoperate with one another,
there can be dozens of processes that ultimately need to be shared and interoperate. This transcends a single
functional application. And historical trends in tech acquisition and adoption have shown that users tend to
look for more functionality on the same platform over time. Over the years, our view of supply chain has
expanded from limited one-up/one-down11 visibility in our supply chain to a multi-functional, multi-stage
view. As the demands of supply chain expand to include more and more partners and modern data, the
complexities of synchronization become overwhelming. Networks can provide the supporting services
required. So the question then, is how is this done. We answer that in Part Two of this report.
11

Such as customer/supply product/inventory planning, or logistics, coordination of transport and inbound receiving.

*SAP and Oracle have pursued a strategy of both acquisitions as well as organic development resulting in many network solutions. As examples, SAP
has Concur, for expense/financial, and Ariba for eProcurement (which uses SAP Ariba Cloud Integration Gateway to integrate to other SAP or external
systems; plus, there are many third party integration platforms that also integrate to Ariba); Oracle has OTM for transportation management, and
Oracle Supplier Network which works with and between various Oracle ERPs and external suppliers (these use Oracle’s AP libraries or rely also on
third party integration platforms.) There are many other Application Master networks. These are just two prominent examples.

6
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Figure Five: Functional View of the Supply Chain Application Networks Offerings
* For Demand/Supply Matching and Optimization we mean a network-wide capability as described in Figure Three. Optimization can be for transportation
such as routing (T in this chart), inventory, space utilization in warehouse, and so on or inclusive of all elements (network-wide).

And a reminder that INs are based generally on acquisitions and RSNs are mostly organically developed. We have color coded
the functionality indicators above, showing acquisitions in purple text and organically developed in green text.
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AI/IA

IoT/Geospatial

Trade Finance

Optimization *

Telematics

Transportation

Sourcing/Procurement

Channel Management

Warehouse Mgmt.

Organically developed as a many-to-many RSN to support supplychain-wide applications. Other innovations include early adoption
of IoT; Blockchain; as well as Machine Learning and Intelligent
Agents which enable autonomous operation for some functions.
Recently released Global Logistics Gateway.
What you can do with this network:
One-to-many, many-to-many demand/supply matching and
network-wide optimization.

P

Inventory Management

Infor Nexus

GT Nexus (now Infor Nexus) was organically developed as a manyto-many RSN, providing applications for the physical and financial
supply chain. Strong focus in ocean transportation. A growing,
sophisticated Machine Learning foundation utilizes both
operational and geospatial information.
What you can do with this network:
Infor Network orchestrates complex activities across their network
and can integrate to other supply chain applications from Infor and
others such as demand forecasting, TMS, and WMS.

D/S Matching *

E2open

Founded as a marketplace but has recently and rapidly acquired a
broad set of supply chain applications—demand through
transportation—each integrated with E2open’s canonical data
model. All application networks share the E2open integration
network. E2open is taking a leadership position in channel
management.
What you can do with this network:
Just as your own enterprise solutions leverage integration tools,
E2open uses its Harmony platform to integrate between their various application products. Exchange/one-to-many by applications
such as forecasting and procurement (products or transportation)
are effective, but many-to-many processes, such as demand/supply
balancing and multiple functional/network-wide optimization, are
limited.

Production/MP

SAP Ariba

Founded as an eProcurement solution, and acquired by SAP in
2012, the SAP Ariba Network has grown to include four million
companies, providing source-to-settle functionality on the buy side
and some selling/RFx response and fulfilment on the sell side.
What you can do with this network: Supplier management,
sourcing, contract management, purchasing and payables
automation (procure-to-pay), spend management, supply chain
finance, supply chain collaboration.

Demand

Provider

The functionality listed here is based on what is in each
solution provider’s network, not what they integrate to
through partners or other corporate assets.12

One Network

Overview

Order Management
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